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WHO WE ARE
StartUs Insights is a worldwide operating data science company headquartered 
in Austria. We specialize in solving your discovery challenges by providing a high 
performant platform covering over 1.379.000 startups & scaleups enabling you to 
identify relevant solutions and technologies quickly & exhaustively.
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 Our Innovation Analysts conducted an exhaustive analy-
sis of 901 solutions and present the Top 10 Logistics & Supply 
Chain Industry Trends & Innovations in 2021 & beyond. Dis-
cover impactful industry trends, promising startups & emerg-
ing companies, and our Global Startup Heat Map in this arti-
cle!

 The logistics industry trends are dependent on signifi-
cant changes that are driven by the implementation of tech-
nology-driven innovations in the business processes. The 
next-generation logistics management solutions are moving 
towards making the global supply chains more customer-cen-
tric and sustainable. Automation in logistics processes brings 
out a significant increase in productivity and efficiency in the 
workflow. The improvement of transparency and traceability 
of the supply chain is vital to maintain a flexible and dynamic 
relationship between the various stakeholders.

 Covering more than 1.3 million startups & scaleups, we 
use our proprietary StartUs Insights Platform to identify inno-
vative applications and solutions that will impact the logistics 
sector in 2021 and beyond. Our Innovation Analysts conduct-
ed exhaustive data-driven research to identify the various in-
novation trends and technologies emerging in logistics. For 
this research, we analyzed 901 startups and emerging com-
panies and present the Top 10 Logistics Trends along with 20 
highly relevant solutions for each of them.

 The Innovation Map below visualizes the major trends that 
impact the energy sector and showcases two hand-picked 
startups for each.

https://www.startus-insights.com/startus-insights-platform/
mailto:info%40startus-insights.com?subject=
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Tree Map: The Impact Of
Logistics Industry Trends

 The Tree Map below illustrates the top 10 logistics indus-
try trends that will impact companies in 2021 and beyond. 
The internet of things (IoT) plays a major role in the sector 
from establishing automated warehouses to tracking couri-
ers and packages. Artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled platforms 

and solutions continuously learn several tedious logistics 
processes in order to start automating traditionally manual 
tasks. The easing of regulations around drones, and their us-
age, is set to boost not only last-mile delivery but also robotic 
applications for the industry as a whole.
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Global Startup Heat Map:
Logistics Startups & Emerging
Companies

 For this analysis, we used a data-driven startup scouting 
approach to identify the most relevant solutions globally. The 
Global Startup Heat Map below highlights the global distribu-
tion of startups & emerging companies that also include the 

20 promising examples out of 901 relevant logistics & supply 
chain solutions. Depending on your specific needs, your top 
picks might look entirely different.
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Internet of Things
critical alerts to the system using sensors and devices embed-
ded in the vehicle. The data is then analyzed along with the 
historical data in order to predict and plan the maintenance 
of fleets. Fleetroot also offers route optimization and delivery 
solutions for the transportation of goods.

 Belizean startup Ambrosus builds a Blockchain-based 
end-to-end IoT network for the food and pharma supply 
chain sectors. The network provides tools to analyze the data 
transferred between the sensors, distributed ledgers, and da-
tabases for optimizing the supply chain. The platform offers 
accurate tracking of shipments throughout the supply chain, 
thus ensuring the quality and authenticity of products by le-
veraging blockchain technology.

 The Internet of Things is a connection of physical devices 
that monitor and transfer data via the internet and without 
human intervention. IoT in logistics enhances visibility in ev-
ery step of the supply chain and improves the efficiency of 
inventory management. Integrating IoT technology into the 
logistics and supply chain industries improves and enables ef-
ficiency, transparency, real-time visibility of goods, condition 
monitoring, and fleet management.

 United Arab Emirates-based startup Fleetroot offers an 
IoT platform for companies to control and manage their fleet. 
Fleetroot offers fuel management solutions to fleet managers 
by providing fuel consumption and wastage reports. The plat-
form helps monitor the performance of a vehicle and sends 

https://ambrosus.com/solutions/#food
https://fleetroot.com/vehicle-tracking-system
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Artificial Intelligence
erational conditions. The machine learning-enhanced plat-
form provides tools to collect and integrate process data in 
real-time. As a result, managers are well equipped to provide 
actionable insights when it comes to product replenishment.

 Australian startup Adiona develops AI-based Optimiza-
tion Software-as-a-Service (OSaaS) that allows companies to 
improve their logistics processes and reduce costs. Adiona’s 
FlexpOps API optimizes static and dynamic delivery routes by 
solving vehicle routing and related challenges. In addition, the 
software supports the decision making of fleets over time by 
predicting conditions such as demand, weather, and traffic 
by employing machine learning techniques. The solution also 
optimizes the workforce requirement and automates rede-
ployment.

 AI algorithms combined with machine learning support 
companies to be proactive in dealing with demand fluctua-
tions. For example, AI-based forecasting solutions allow man-
agers to plan supply chain processes and find ways to reduce 
operating costs. Self-driving AI and smart road technologies 
are affecting a positive shift towards delivery service auto-
mation. In addition, AI-based cognitive automation technol-
ogy brings intelligence to automate administrative tasks and 
speeds up information-intensive operations.

 New Zealand-based startup Insite offers AI-based soft-
ware solutions for price prediction, demand forecasting, and 
optimization of flows & processes, catering mainly to the 
consumer packaged goods (CPG) and retail industries. The 
software provides modules for risk assessment and demand 
forecasting to automate process decisions and control op-

https://www.adionatech.com/logisticsdtc
https://www.insite.ai/ai-solution/#ai-engine
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Robotics
Canonical Robots creates various collaborative robots to facil-
itate supply chain processes. These cobots have 6 axle joints 
that facilitate a wide range of flexibility and movement that 
mimic the human arm. Additionally, these robots assist hu-
man workers in picking & placing, palletizing, and packaging 
operations.

 RPA offers automation of low-level repetitive tasks, elim-
inates human error, and reduces overhead costs. For exam-
ple, RPA software performs operations including invoice pro-
cessing, automatic storing of information in audit trails, and 
automates the input of a purchase order. Philippino startup 
Actimai, designs, deploys, manages, and optimizes RPA solu-
tions by leveraging AI and big data. The startup’s Actimai plat-
form optimizes software robotic processes in order to deliver 
insights and analytics for process improvement.

 Integrating robotics into logistics increases the speed and 
accuracy of supply chain processes and reduces human error. 
Robots offer more uptime and increase productivity when 
compared to human workers. Robots, however, do not take 
up the jobs of humans but rather work collaboratively along-
side them to increase efficiency. Physical robots, such as col-
laborative robots (“co-bots”) and autonomous mobile robots 
(AMR), are used to pick and transport goods in warehouses 
and storage facilities. Moreover, software robots perform 
repetitive and mundane tasks that free up time for human 
workers.

 Cobots work collaboratively with human workers, offer 
assistance, and enhance productivity in logistics operations. 
These robots pick, place, and pack goods in a brief span 
while eliminating potential human errors. Spanish startup 

http://www.canonicalrobots.com/en/
https://www.actimai.com/
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Last-Mile Delivery
drones. Manna’s drones are capable of flying at an altitude of 
80 meters with a speed of 80 km/h.

 Smart lockers provide flexibility for customers to receive 
parcels and reduce the last-mile challenges for returned deliv-
eries due to customer unavailability. Italian startup Pakpobox 
offers smart lockers for both indoor and outdoor conditions. 
Pakpobox has a wide range of smart locker configurations 
that are customizable for various scenarios. These smart 
lockers offer parcel security by protecting them from adverse 
weather conditions as well. Moreover, Pakpobox provides 
temperature-controlled smart lockers for the storage of per-
ishable goods.

 The last step of the supply chain, from the warehouse or 
distribution center to the customer, is often inefficient and 
also comprises a major portion of the total cost to move 
goods. Last-mile delivery is the most important part of logis-
tics as it is directly related to customer satisfaction. However, 
last-mile delivery faces various problems including delays due 
to traffic congestion, customer nuances, government regula-
tion, and delivery density.

 Delivery of goods by drones resolves the problem of traf-
fic congestion in the last-mile. Drones have the capability 
to reach remote areas, thus reducing the delivery time and 
cost. Irish startup Manna offers drone delivery as a service 
to restaurant chains with its aviation-grade fleet of delivery 

http://pakpobox.eu/page1.html
https://www.manna.aero/
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Warehouse Automation
house. Addverb offers a custom Dynamo AGV with different 
guidance systems including laser, inertial, wire, and magnetic 
tape. Also, Dynamo requires minimum to no human interfer-
ence in the execution of picking operations in the warehouse.

 ASRS assists in the management of product and material 
storage in automated warehouses and improves floor space 
utilization and does not require manual labor to operate, thus 
reducing the overall operational cost and increasing safety. 
French startup Exotec builds the automated robot Skypod to 
optimize eCommerce warehouses. The Skypod system opti-
mizes storage space by employing vertical storage methods 
in order to increase the height in warehouses by up to 10 me-
ters.

 Warehouse automation increases efficiency, speed, and 
productivity by reducing human interventions. Pick and place 
technologies such as automated guided vehicles (AGVs), ro-
botic picking, automated storage and retrieval (ASRS), and 
put-wall picking reduce error rates and increases warehouse 
productivity. Warehouses require a combination of efficient 
automation technologies in order to control their operational 
logistics costs.

 AGV integration in the warehouse helps in the automa-
tion of moving goods. AGVs substitute human labor for ad-
dressing challenges regarding processing high-volume goods 
at scale. Indian startup Addverb Technologies works on Dy-
namo, an AGV for the transport of diverse loads in the ware-

https://www.exotec.com/en/
https://www.addverb.in/AGV-For-Warehouses-Factories-Mobile-Robotics-Solution.html
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Blockchain
help in minimizing currency fluctuation costs, in addition to 
eliminating the costs of currency conversion.

 The US-based startup ShipChain builds a logistics platform 
that leverages blockchain technology to support the end-to-
end shipping process. The platform allows all stakeholders 
to track shipment locations at every step of its journey. The 
platform also updates information regarding the estimated 
delivery times using encrypted public ledgers. The photocop-
ies of documents are uploaded into the platform after the de-
livery is complete, thus increasing visibility and transparency 
of goods in transit.

 Blockchain offers security through an irrefutable decen-
tralized ledger system and addresses pressing traceability 
and related challenges. This brings transparency of transac-
tions to the entire logistics process. Moreover, smart con-
tracts based on blockchain technology allow for quicker 
approval and clearance by reducing the processing time at 
checkpoints.

 The US-based startup Steamchain offers a blockchain 
platform that simplifies payment processes using its World 
Trade Logistics (WTL) smart contract system. WTL smart con-
tracts enable B2B payments and prevent fraud by providing 
an immutable record of all transactions. WTL smart contracts 

https://shipchain.io/
https://steamchaincorp.com/
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Big Data
& Data Analytics

alyzes the historical voyage data and predicts the optimal 
speed and fuel consumption. The cloud-based platform also 
generates the vessel performance data that later helps in op-
timizing the fuel costs.

 The US-based startup FACTIC offers a SaaS platform that 
provides predictive analytics solutions for the food and bev-
erage industries. FACTIC leverages data mining and AI tech-
niques to analyze the data from internal and external sourc-
es to predict future sales. The platform predicts deviation in 
demand and makes data-driven decisions to automate pro-
curement. The platform also provides tools for optimization 
of stock by employing auto-replenishment.

 Data analytics provide actionable insights for the im-
provement of warehouse productivity, performance manage-
ment, and optimal utilization of logistical resources. The data 
obtained from monitoring position and weather along with 
fleet schedules help optimize routes and delivery planning. 
The analysis of market data supports the further optimiza-
tion of supplier pricing, inventory levels, and generation of 
risk management reports. Moreover, advanced analytics pro-
vide insights that help identify anomalies and offer predictive 
maintenance solutions.

 The US-based company Nautilus Labs offers AI solutions 
to help maritime companies reduce fuel consumption and 
increase their operational efficiency. Nautilus’ software an-

https://www.factic-sf.com/#platform
https://nautiluslabs.com/solution/
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Cloud Computing
while digitizing shipping. Linker provides tools for fulfillment 
in warehouses and delivery facilities. This platform solution 
also employs a pay-as-you-go model.

 Belgian startup Alpega creates a cloud-based SaaS Inet 
transportation management systems for end-to-end trans-
portation needs. The software solution enables communica-
tion in real-time between manufacturers and a broad network 
of logistics providers. The Inet TMS automates logistics pro-
cesses and consolidates transport demands into a single sys-
tem. The software solution also provides the tracking of the 
shipments through a mobile application. The cloud platform 
allows Alpega to release upgraded software to the customers 
on a quarterly basis, in contrast to on-premise software that 
follows a yearly upgrade cycle.

 Cloud-based SaaS solutions for logistics companies allow 
for pay-per-use models that require low capital investment. 
This minimizes the risk and cost of maintaining the IT infra-
structure. Cloud-based logistics solutions also address com-
munication hurdles and allow companies to collaborate and 
share data in a secure way. In addition, cloud-integration al-
lows data collection from management systems to analyze 
overall logistic processes. Finally, cloud-integrated logistics 
offers universal accessibility and is not confined to any physi-
cal space.

 Polish startup Linker works on a B2B cloud fulfillment 
platform that provides logistics services for eCommerce com-
panies and third-party logistics (3PLs) players. The platform 
offers tools to enhance product labeling and delivery services 

https://www.alpegagroup.com/en/tms/inet/
https://linker.shop/proces/
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Autonomous Vehicles
with modular trailers designed for multiple applications. 
These modules are customizable depending on their applica-
tions such as mobile lockers, food, and cargo delivery.

 South Korean startup Mars Auto develops self-driving ve-
hicle software to provide driverless shipment transport. AI-
based software offers tools to map the surroundings, control, 
and guide vehicles to the correct cargo bay. The software 
helps shipping companies deliver cargo in an efficient, reli-
able, and safe manner without the intervention of a human 
driver.

 Autonomous vehicles improve vehicle safety and deliver 
goods safely by eliminating human errors while driving. They 
increase the efficiency in the first and last-mile delivery as 
they are designed to work all day and all night. Moreover, au-
tonomous vehicles improve fuel efficiency by using platoon-
ing techniques for long haul routes, reduce traffic jams, and 
optimize travel routes by taking advantage of AI-enhanced 
technology.

 German startup Spring offers Spring X1, an autonomous 
utility vehicle fleet for transporting goods with predictable, in-
telligent systems. Spring’s autonomous vehicles are equipped 

https://marsauto.io/
https://getspring.co/utility-1
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Elastic Logistics
On one hand, the platform allows owners to rent out unused 
space in their warehouses to meet short-term needs. On the 
other, they offer pay-per-use and on-demand storage and ful-
fillment services for their customers.

 Indian startup GlassWing offers a wide range of com-
mercial vehicles for on-demand freight transport. The Glass-
Wing platform forms a logistics service network connecting 
the freight owners with transporters. The startup also pro-
vides solutions such as real-time tracking, route optimization, 
freight security customized reporting, real-time alerts, and 
help reduce freight costs by leveraging AI-enabled technology.

 Elastic logistics enables companies to handle supply chain 
operations with more efficiency during periods of fluctuation 
in demand. It helps upscale or downscale the supply chain op-
erations, as required, according to the market demand. Elas-
tic logistics thereby tackle the challenges facing supply chain 
companies including underutilization of vessels, constraints 
on warehousing, and overstocking.

 United Arab Emirates-based startup Shorages is a B2B 
on-demand warehousing marketplace serving small and 
medium enterprises (SMEs). Shorages helps companies find 
short-term warehousing requirements from a wide network. 

https://www.glasswing.in/book-freight.html
https://www.shorages.com/
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What Does This Mean
For Logistics Companies?

 With customer expectations continuously on the rise and 
as interests shift towards product variety and personalized 
services, the logistics and supply chain sectors face mount-
ing pressures. Rapid advancements in emerging technologies 
such as the internet of things, advanced mobile robots, and 
artificial intelligence- and blockchain-enabled solutions result 
in companies face a dilemma while choosing the most suit-
able technologies to invest in. As technology progress contin-
ues, it is important for emerging companies to be proactive 
and identify potentially disruptive changes at an early stage.

 The innovation areas outlined in this research on 10 Lo-
gistics Industry Trends scratch the surface of what we found 
during our analysis. Logistics as a service, cloud logistics, digi-
tal identifiers, and additive manufacturing are all areas bound 
to significantly impact logistics companies one way or the oth-
er. Identifying new opportunities and emerging technologies 
to implement into your business early on goes a long way in 
gaining a competitive advantage and becoming an industry 
leader.
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Where is this data from?
The StartUs Insights Discovery Platform covers 1.3 million startups & scaleups globally, 
delivering the results you need through a powerful and easy-to-use interface. 

Quickly & exhaustively identify startups & emerging companies 
that matter to you – with just one click.

Schedule Demo

learn more

mailto:info%40startus-insights.com?subject=
mailto:demo%40startus-insights.com?subject=Schedule%20Demo
https://www.startus-insights.com/startus-insights-platform/
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